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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option A
Answer: D
Explanation:
You will require the snap-in to manage DHCP from Server1 since
all the necessary configurations have been done already.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are creating a custom control named Contoso by using the
following code segment. (Line numbers are
included for reference only.)
Contoso.UI = {
showMe: function () { ... }
}
You need to define the namespace. Which code segment should you
insert at line 01?
A. WinJS.Class.define("Contoso");
B. WinJS.Namespace.defineWithParent("Contoso");
C. WinJS.Class.defineWithParent("Contoso");
D. WinJS.Namespace.define("Contoso");
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator is preparing to perform disaster recovery for
many clients whose backups are stored on multiplexed tapes.
Which host property should the administrator modify, prior to
the restores, to ensure the best recovery time?
A. Add the client IP addresses to Resilient Networks''
B. Increase the ''MPX_RESTORE_DELAY settings on the master
server
C. Set ''Enable unrestricted media sharing for all media
servers.
D. Increase Restore retries''
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
When splitting message flow processing between different
integration servers how do the flows communicate?
A. Using switch addresses and node configuration
B. Using a connectivity server and switch agents
C. Using node addresses and node configuration
D. Using a switch server and connectivity agents
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation

If you are splitting processing between different integration
servers, or between IBM App Connect Enterprise and IBM App
Connect on IBM Cloud, your flows communicate by using a Switch
server and connectivity agents.
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSTTDS_11.0.0/com.i
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